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BY
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1. Outline of the method of proof. This note is the third of a series, the

first and second of which have already appeared in these Transactions.!

In the present paper we shall establish an existence theorem for single-

integral problems of the calculus of variations without requiring quasi-regu-

larity. In order to help the reader to find his way through the many details

of this proof, we first present a heuristic outline of the method used.

Given an integral J(C) =fF(z, z)dt, where a = (a1, • • • , a«), we seek to find

a rectifiable curve (in ^-dimensional space) joining two fixed points Zi, a2 for

which this integral is least. It is always possible to find a minimizing sequence

{C„} ; that is, a sequence for which J(Cn) tends to the greatest lower bound y.

of J(C) on the class of curves under consideration. Moreover, it is easy to

find hypotheses on J(C) which will ensure that a minimizing sequence exist

which has a curve of accumulation C0. That is, the curves C„ have representa-

tions z = a„(/), (O^i^l), for which zn(t) tends uniformly to a limit function

z0(t). If now we have some method of selecting the C„ so that z„' (t) tends al-

most everywhere to zó(t), then J(Cn)—*J(Co), and the curve C0 is the one

sought.

Suppose that a curve C: z = z(t), (h^t^k), in ç-dimensional space mini-

mizes an integral J(C) in the class of all curves of class J D' joining two fixed

points ai and z2. As is well known, the equation

(1 • i) FMt), *'(<)) =  f ' F¿(z(í), z'(t)) + a
J h

holds. Also, at each corner z(t0) of C the relations

(1.2) Fi(z(t0), z'(t0 - 0)) = FMh), z'(t0 + 0))

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1937; received by the editors October 29. 1937 and,

in revised form, February 16, 1938.

t These Transactions, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 429-438; pp. 439-453.
% A curve C is of class D' if it has a representation z=z(t), (ti áI = ti), such that the functions z'(f)

are continuous and the interval [tx, ti\ contains a finite number of points between which z'(t) is non-

vanishing and uniformly continuous. (At these points z'(t) may be (0, • • • , 0) or may fail to exist.)
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and*

(1.3) Q(z(to), z'(h - 0), z'(h + 0)) ^ 0

hold, where

(1.4) Q(z, p, r) = paFz«(z, r) - r<*Fz«(z, p).

If now we choose a sequence of polygons LTn joining zx to z2 and such that

7(II„) tends to the lower bound u of J(C) on the class of curves under con-

sideration, we can not immediately make any statement similar to (1.1) or

(1.3) for II„. However, if the number of vertices of Tin is s„, and IIn actually

minimizes J(C) in the class of all polygons joining zx and z2 and having not

more than sn vertices, then it is to be expected that relations (1.1), (1.2), and

(1.3) hold in an approximate sense for II„.

We now define an approach set at z to be an aggregate of vectors p such

that

(1.5) Fi(z, pi) - Ffz, pt) = 0, i = 1, • • • , q,

for each pair px, p2 of vectors of the set. In this terminology, equation (1.2)

states that z'(t0 — 0) and z'(t0+0) belong to an approach set at z(ta). Suppose

then that the polygons II„ have been chosen as above so that LT„ minimizes

7(C) in the class of polygons which have not more than sn vertices and which

join zx to z2. We suppose that these are represented by functions z = z„(t),

(0 ^ / S1 ), which are piecewise linear on [0,1]. Also we suppose that we have

already chosen a convergent sequence, so that z„(t) tends to a limit function

z0(t) uniformly on [0, 1 ]. If we fix on any number t0 in [0, 1 ], it is possible to

choose a subsequence {llm} of the sequence {ll„) in such a way that the

vectors z¿ (t0+0) tend to a limit p0. Whenever m is large and t is near t0,

the point zm(t) is near z0(to) and the vector zm(t0+0) is near pB. If now equa-

tion (1.1) holds, at least approximately, for IIm, the value of F,-(zm(¿), zf. (t))

can change only a small amount on a short arc of LTm. For by (1.1) the change

in Fi(zm(t), zm' (/)) is equal to the integral of Fzi over a short interval. Hence

for all / near to the values of the Fi(zm(t), zm' (t)) are nearly equal to the values

of Fi(zm(t0), Zm (to)), and these in turn are nearly equal to Ft(z0(io), p). Thus

for all large m and for all t near tB the equations

Fi(zo(to), a„' (0) = Fi(zo(k), po), i = 0, 1, • • • , q,

are almost true, and we may expect that there is an approach set A such that

zm' (/) is in or near A whenever m is large and t — t0 small.

Suppose now that each such approach set contains only a finite number

* Cf. I, Theorem 1.
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of unit vectors, which can be set in an order pi, p2, • ■ ■ , pk such that

(1-6) Q(*o(to),pt,pi)>0, j>i.

Now (1.3) must hold approximately on LTm, and for / near t0 and m large the

directions zm' (t)/\zm' (t)\ are each near some p¡; hence by (1.3) and (1.6) we

find that a side with direction near p,- cannot precede one with direction near

pi if j>i. Thus the arc of II„ near zo(/o) can be split into subarcs, the first of

which consists of sides with directions near px, the second of sides with direc-

tions near p2, and so on. That is, each such arc is almost a line segment. So

is its limit arc; and for line segments /„ tending to a limit l0 it is clear that

J(h)^>7(lo). Thus our point to is in an interval along which the integrand

F(zn, z„) converges, with arbitrarily small error, to F(z0, z0).

This argument, applied to all t0, would yield J(Hm)—>J(C0). Since

7(LTm)—>/x, we have J(C0) =ju, and C0 is the curve sought.

In the following pages the argument just suggested will be generalized

and made rigorous.

2. Choice of a minimizing sequence. We now suppose that we are given

an integral J(C) in parametric form, and seek the minimum of J(C) in the

class of all rectifiable curves C joining two given points zi and z2. We suppose

that J(C) satisfies the following condition:

(2.1) For every constant M there is a number Lm such that all curves C join-

ing zi and z2 and giving J(C) a value less than or equal to M have lengths not

greater than LM-

For example, (2.1) is satisfied if there is a number c >0 such that

F(z,z') = c\z'\/(l + \z\).

We shall reserve the word "vertex" for points on a polygon at which suc-

cessive sides join; that is, the initial and final points will not be called vertices.

Lemma 1. Let 7(C) satisfy (2.1). Let Ks be the class of all polygons joining

a point zi to a point z2 and having not more than s vertices. Then for every s the

class Ks contains a polygon which minimizes J(C) on the class Ks.

Let ju„ be the greatest lower bound of J(C) on the class Ks. We establish a

correspondence between the polygons of Ks, and the points (j*1, • • • , f83) of

sg-dimensional space by writing the coordinates of the first vertex, then those

of the second, and so on.* By (2.1), there is a number P such that if any

coordinate of the point f representing a polygon JJ exceeds R in absolute

value, then 7(11) >¿u+l. So the minimum of J(II) on the class Ks is to be

* We may suppose that every polygon of K, has s vertices, because if it has less we can insert

points of division in the sides and increase the number of vertices up to s.
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sought among the images of the set | f | is Rsq. This is bounded and closed,

and on it 7(11) is continuous; hence the minimum is assumed.

Now we introduce the notation :

(2.2) K is the class of all rectifiable curves joining the two distinct fixed

points zx and z2, and u is the greatest lower bound of J(C) on the class K.

Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2. If J(C) satisfies (2.1), there exists a sequence of polygons IIn:

z = Zn(t), (0 = t^l),inthe class K with the properties :

(a) 7(n„)^M-
(b) sn being the number of vertices of II„, and Ktlt being the subclass of K

consisting of polygons of not more than sn vertices, Hn minimizes J(C) on the

class K,n.

(c) There is a constant L such that \ ¿n(t) | ^Lfor all » and all tin [0, 1 ].

(d) Zn(t) converges uniformly to a limit function z0(t), (0 = t^l).

Let {C„ ) be a sequence of curves of K for which 7(C„)—>m- For each fixed

» we inscribe in C„ a sequence of polygons {n*} with sides tending to 0.

It is well known that under these conditions 7(n *) tends to J(Cn). Hence we

can find a particular k for which 7(11 *) <J(Cn) 4-1/».

Let s* be the number of vertices of II *. By Lemma 1, there is a polygon

n„ of sn vertices, where sn^s*, which minimizes J(C) on the class KB'„.

Therefore 7(n„)^7(IL*) <7(C) + l/w. Since IIn minimizes 7(C) in the class

Ks'n and is in the class KSn <= K,\, it is clear that II„ minimizes 7(G) on K,n.

Also,

lim sup 7(nn) ^   lim J(Cn) = M-
n—♦ » n—* «°

But n„ is in K; so 7(n„) ^M, and lim inf,^«, 7(n„) èi". Thus (a) and (b) are es-

tablished.

There is no loss of generality in supposing J(Un) <m4-1 for all ». Hence,

by hypothesis (2.1), there is an L such that each IIn has length f^(Un) less

than L. On IIn we introduce the parameter t = s/£(Jln), where 5 is arc length.

Then II„ has a representation z = zn(t), (OíSísSI), with |zn(0| ÚJCfCn)<L,

and (c) is satisfied.

Finally, the zn(t) all satisfy a Lipschitz condition with constant L; so

by Ascoli's theorem there is a subsequence (which we may without loss of

generality suppose to be the whole sequence) for which zn(t) converges uni-

formly to a limit function z0(t). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. If a sequence {nn} satisfies (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Lemma 2,

so does every subsequence of {IIn}.

Before stating the next lemma we introduce a definition.
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(2.3) // [a, ß] is an interval having points in common with [0, 1] and

tn,i, tn,2, ■ ■ , tn.k are (in that order) the values of t in [a, ß] which define ver-

tices of Tin, then

6(n, a, ß) m tn,i,        G(», a, ß) s ín>i.

// no value of t in [a, ß ] defines a vertex ofHn,we define

(2.4) 6(n, ex, ß) = 0(», a, ß) = (a + ß)/2.

Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3. // {nn) is the sequence of Lemma 2, thenfor every e>0 and every

to in [0, 1 ] there is a 5 >0 such that

(2.5) | F^ZoOM, < (t')) - F^ZoOo), Zn' (/")) I á €, i = 1, ■ • • , q,

if to, t', and t" are allin the (open) interval (B(n, to —5, U + b), @(», to — d, t0+b))

and zn(t') and zn(t") are not vertices^ of Tin-

We shall suppose, to be specific, that t' <t". Let h, h, ■ ■ • , tk define suc-

cessive vertices of IIn such that hKt'-Kh and tk-X<t"<tk. By the definition

of d and © we know that

(2.6) t0 - 5 < tx < tk < h+ 5.

From nn we now form the polygon Uf (t) by displacing each of the vertices

z(k), ■ ■ ■ , z(tk-i) by the amount (0, • • • , t, 0, • ■ • , 0), the r being in thej'th

place. Because of the minimizing property of II„ we have

(2-7) ^-7(<(t))
dr

0.

But if we apply formula (2.8) of I to the successive sides of IL3' (r) defined by

h^tSh, ■ ■ ■ , tk-i^t^tk, and then add, we obtain

d
■7(nl(r))

dr
= F&nO), Zn' (i))   - F,(Z„(Í), ti (t))

-=0

Fzi(zn, Z„) - dt  +    I       ~ Fzi(z„, if)
t, t2 — tx J u

n)dt

h  -   t

ffc-1 tk  —  tk-1

Fzi(zn, Zn)  — —- dt,

f It is easy to see that this restriction is essentially no restriction, for if /' defines a vertex, we first

write (2.5) with /' replaced by t+h, A>0, and then let h—»0. For small h the value of z'(t+h) is con-

stantly equal to z'(t+0); whence we find (2.5) with /' replaced by /'+0. Similarly, we could replace t'

by /'—0, and analogously for t".
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where h <t <t2 and tk-i<t<tk. All the curves IIn lie in a bounded closed sub-

set of the space, and all | zn\ are less than L. Hence the functions Fzi(zn, zn)

are bounded, say less than N in absolute value. Then the sum of the three

integrals on the right is at most N(tk — tx) in absolute value, so that

(2.9) 0 = Fi(Sn(t), zl (Î)) - P,(zn(¿), zn' (?)) + Bj,

where |0,-| =N(tk-tk_i)^2Nô.

On the interval (ti, t2) the derivative zn' (/) is constantly equal to z„' (/'),

and on (/*_i, tk) it is constantly equal to z„' (/")• Hence from (2.9) we obtain

| Fi(zn(t'), z/ (/)) - Fi(zn(t"), «»' (O) I

(2 -10) ¿ | FfyJlf), zl (()) - Pf (*.(*), zl (/')) |

+ | Fi(zn(t"), zl (/')) - F,(zn0), «.' (/")) | + | h | •

Because of the continuity of P„ each of the first two terms on the right is

less than e/3 if | zn(t) —zn(t') | and | z„(t) —zn(t") | are less than a certain y >0.

This is surely the case if 1t —1'\ and | t —1"\ are less than y/L, which again

is surely true if 25 <y/L. Also, if ô<e/6N, the term 10,-| is at most 2Nô<e/3.

Hence, if 5 is any number less than the smaller of y/2L and e/6N, inequality

(2.10) implies (2.5).

Remark. From the last sentence of the proof it is obvious that S can be

chosen as near to 0 as desired.

3. Directions of the sides of the minimizing sequence. The next lemma

will explain the name "approach set" given to the sets satisfying (1.5).

Lemma 4. Let {ll„} be a sequence of polygons satisfying (a), (b), (c), and

(d) of Lemma 2, and let Zi^z2. Let to be interior to (0, 1). Then there is a sub-

sequence {nm} of {nn} andan approach set A at za(to) such that for every e>0

there is a 5 >0 and an mo such that z¿ (t) is in the e-neighborhood of A whenever

zm(t) is not a vertex, m>mo, and

(3.1) 6(m, to - 5, to + 5)-< t <&(m, to - 8, to + 5).

If there is a ô > 0 and a subsequence {IIm} such that not more than one t

in (to — 5, to + 5) defines a vertex of IIm, then the conclusion holds vacuously,

for then B(m, t0 — 8, t0+b) = ®(m, to — b, /0+5), and (3.1) is not satisfied by

any /.

Otherwise, for each integer m there are infinitely many nm such that the

interval

(3.2) (d(nm, to — mr1, to + w_1), ®(nm> t0 — m~l, ta + m'1))

has length greater than zero. We can suppose nm so chosen that «i <n2 < • ■ ■ .
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In each interval (3.2) we choose a number t„m which does not define a vertex

of n„m. The vectors z„'m(<„m) all have lengths less than or equal to L; hence

they have an accumulation vector p0. We select a subsequence {m} of the

sequence {«„} such that zf (tm)-^>po-

Now let A be the approach set at z0(to) which contains p0, and let U be

the set of all vectors u whose distance from A is less than e. Then U is clearly

open. We are to show that zm' (/) is in U if / and m satisfy the conditions of

our lemma. If V is the set of all vectors v of length | v\ ^L which are not in U,

then V is bounded and closed and has no point in common with A. Hence the

function

(3.3) ¿| Fi(zo(to), po) - Fi(zo(k), v) |
t—i

is positive for all v in V. Being continuousf on V, it is greater than a positive

number 3y.

Now
3

£ | F,(zo(i0), zm' (t)) - Fi(zoO<o), Po) |
<—i

= E | Fi(zo(to), zj 00) - Fi(zm(t), z¿ (/)) |

(3.4)

+ E | Fi(zm(t), zn! (0) - Fi(zm(tm), «„' (/»)) |
»«i

+   Z I Fi(zm(tm), Zf, (tm))   - Fi(Zo(to), po) | •
t-1

Here, as in Lemma 3, the parameter t is s/^QfIlm), so that |zm' (t)\ =^(IIm)

^|z2—zi| >0. Thus the arguments in the first term on the right have a

bounded closed range and zm' (0 is bounded from 0. Hence the first term is

less than y if |z0(/0) — Zm(0| is smaller than a certain number k. Since zm(0

tends uniformly to z0(0 and z0(0 is continuous, this is true if ô is small enough

and m is greater than a certain m0.

In the last term on the right, zm' (tm) tends to po and zm(tm) to z0(to) ; so

this term is less than y if m is greater than a certain m2.

If ô is small enough and m is greater than a certain m3, then by Lemma 3

the third term is less than y whenever / does not define a vertex of IIm and

(3.1) holds. Hence if S is small enough and m>m0=max (mi, »i2, m3), then for

all / satisfying the requirements of our lemma we have

t The only point at which F¡(zo(l0), v) is discontinuous is v = 0, which is a limit point of A and

therefore not in V.
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£ | Ft(z0(h), zm (t)) - Fi(zo(h), po) | < 3y.
¿=i

But if zj (t) were in V, this expression (see (3.3)) would exceed 37. So zm' (t)

is not in V. Also, it satisfies the condition | zm' (t) \ ¿L. Hence it must belong

to U, and the lemma is established.

Remark. Again it is clear that the 8 can be chosen as small as desired.

4. Proof of the principal theorem. We now impose a new hypothesis on

the integral J(C). We shall make the following supposition :

(4.1) For every z, each approach set A at z is the sum of a finite number of

convex sets Ai, ■ • • ,Ak, which can be so ordered that

0(«, Pi, Pi) < 0

if p i is in A i and p¡in A,-, (i <j).

Our principal theorem is the following:

Theorem 1. If F(z, z') satisfies conditions (2.1) and (4.1), then in the class

K of all rectifiable curves joining two distinct points Zi and z2 there is a curve

which minimizes the integral

7(C) =  f F(z, z)dt.
J c

We select a sequence of polygons II„ and a curve C0 satisfying the con-

clusions of Lemma 2, and we define

(4.2) <bn(t) =  f  F(zn,zn)dt, 0^ t = l;n = 0, 1, 2, ••• .

Since I zn(t) I SL, the integrands are bounded, and the <pn all satisfy the same

Lipschitz condition. Hence by Ascoli's theorem we can select a subsequence

(we suppose it to be the whole sequence) such that <p„(i) tends uniformly to

a limit function <j>(t). By (a) of Lemma 2,

(4.3) 0(1) = lim 0„(1) = lim J(Un) = ß.
n—»00 n-»«o

Since

(4-4) *0(1) = 7(C),

we must show then that

(4.5) </>o(D - *(1) = M-

We shall in fact show that

(4.6) <bo(t) = <b(t), Oáíál.
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Let to be a point interior to (0, 1) at which <f>'(t) and 4>0' (t) are both de-

fined. We shall first show

(4.7) 4>'(h) = <t>¿(h).

This will be established if we can prove the following statement :

(4.8) For every positive number y there is a t*>t0 such that if i0 <P <c <i*,

then

(4.9) | [<j>(<r) - <p(p)] -  [<t>o(<r) ~ <t>°(p)] | = j(<r ~ p) ■

For if (4.8) holds, then by continuity (4.9) holds with p replaced by t0.

Dividing by a—to and letting cr tend to h we obtain

\<t>'(h) -<*>o'(fo)| á 7.

Since y is an arbitrary positive number, this can be true only if (4.7) holds.

We therefore take y to be a positive number and proceed to establish (4.8).

Let us first dispose of the relatively simple case in which there is a sub-

sequence {Uh} and a 5>0 such that either (a) limA_«, 0(h, t0 — b, t0+S)>to

or (b) limh^x®(h, t0 — ô, t0+5)^t0. If (a) holds, we denote lim 6 by t*; if

(b) holds, we let f* equal to+5. Let p, a be numbers such that t0<p<<r<t*.

Then if h is large enough, the interval [p, a] is contained in case (a) in

[to —5, 8(h, to — 5, U+b) ], and in case (b) in [&(h, t0 — ô, to+b),t0+8]. In either

case, zh(t) is linear on [p, a] for all large h. The same is then true of its limit

zoOO, and it follows at once that zA' (t) tends to z¿ (t) uniformly on [p, <r].

Therefore

4,(0-) - <t>(p) = lim {^(<r) - 4>h(p)}  = lim   I    F(zh, zi)dt

=  I    F(zc, zó)dt = <po(o-) - 4>o(p);
J p

and (4.8) is established for all positive y at once.

Now we return to the general case. By Lemma 4, there is an approach

set A at z0(to) with the properties there specified. If p0 is any fixed vector

in A, then for every vector p in A the equations

Fi(zo(to), p) = Ffcodo), Po), i = 1, • • • , q,

hold, by definition. If we denote the right-hand members of these equations

by Zi, ■ • • , lq, respectively, then on multiplying by pi and summing we find,

for all pin A, that

F(Zo(/o),   P)   =   Lp".
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The set of vectors p in A with \p\ ^L is bounded and closed, and the func-

tion F is continuous. Therefore there is a X >0 such that

(4.10) \F(z,p) - lap*\ < t/2

if I z — zo(io) I < X and p is in the X-neighborhood U\ of the intersection of A

with the sphere \p\ ^L.

The set A is the sum of convex sets Au ■ • ■ , Ak. Let us denote by [/,-,,

the e-neighborhood of the intersection of A,- with the sphere \p\ i=P. Then

£/e = Ui,t+ ■ ■ ■ +Uk¡t. By hypothesis, the Aj have the property that

(4.11) n(z0(to),pi,pj) < 0

if pi is in Ai, p,- is in A,-, and i<j. Therefore on the bounded closed set of

arguments (z, p{, p¡) which satisfy the conditions z =z0(t0), pi in A,, p,- in Aj,

(i<j),\z2 — zx\ is\pi\ ^L,\z2 — zx\ ^\pj\ ^ L this function has a negative upper

bound —2k. Since it is continuous, we find that there is an r¡>0 such that

(4.12) Q(z, Pi, pj) < - k

whenever p,- is in Z7»,„ p¡ is in Z7,-,,, (i<j), \z2 — zx\ ú\pi\ ^L, \z2 — zx\ ^\pj\

^L, and \z — z0(to)\ <3r¡.

Now define

(4.13) e = min (r¡, À).

We use this for the e in Lemma 4, and choose (see the remark after the lemma)

a value for S which is less than e/2(P + l). Furthermore, from the sequence

{llm} of that lemma we discard those polygons (finite in number) for which

the inequality

(4.14) \zm(t) -Zo(t)\ <e/2, 0á<H,

fails to hold. Then, by Lemma 4, together with (4.10) and (4.13), we find:

(4.15) For all functions zm(t) and all t such that

e(m, to - S, tQ + S) < t < &(m, to - ô,t0 + S),

the inequality

I F(zm(t), zm(t)) - Lzma(t) I < t/2

holds, and zm' (t) is in one of the sets Ui,t, ■ ■ ■ , Uk,e if zm' (t) is defined.

Let h, t2, t3 define three consecutive vertices of Hm, and let the inequalities

6(m, t0 - 5, to + 8) ^ h < h < h = <d(m,t0 - ô, h + S)

hold. The sides of IIm corresponding to  [ii, t2] and  [t2, t3] have directions
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z¿(h+0), Zni(t2+0). By (4.15) these belong respectively to neighborhoods

Ui,t, Uj,t; and the inequalities

| z2 - »i | á | *»'(*) I = F

always hold. We now show that i is less than j. Suppose the contrary. If we

interchange these two sides of ILm, we obtain a new polygon IIm*, and by for-

mula (3.19) of I

tA ^N^n-*) - 7Cn«) = - | zm(t3) - zm(t2) 11 zm(t2) - zm(h) |
(4.16)

• 0(2, zj(h + 0),g¿(h + 0)),

where z is in the parallelogram determined by the two sides. However,

\h-to\ <5<e/2L; so \zm(tx)-zm(to)\ <L-e/2L = e/2, while by (4.14),

\zm(to)— Zo(to)\ <e/2. Hence \zm(tx)— z0(to)\ <«• The sides of this paral-

lelogram have lengths less than 113 — tx\ L <25L <e. Thus the whole parallelo-

gram lies in the 3e-neighborhood of z0(to), and in particular | z — z0(to) | < 3e ^ 3??,

by (4.13). Therefore by (4.12) and 04.13) the factor O in (4.16) is positive,!

and 7(nm*)<7(nm). This contradicts the minimizing property of IIm, and

establishes the inequality i </.

We have therefore established, as a sort of" addition to (4.15), that for /

between 6 and 0 no side of Hm whose direction is in a U,-,c is followed by one

whose direction is in a F/,-,e with i <j. Let us now define

(4.17)        tm.o = 8(m, to - S, to + 5),        tm,k = ®(m, h - 5, to + Ô).

By the previous remark, there are numbers tm.% defining vertices of IIm such

that

tm,0  =   tm,l   S   '  "  '   á   tm,k,

and if tm,i-i<t<tm,j and zf. (t) is defined, then zm' (0 is in U,-,t. We now select

a subsequence {IL.} of {llm} such that for each y = 0, 1, • • • , k the limit

tj = lira th,,-
h—*<x>

exists. We may suppose ToSto<fk, for otherwise we are back to the simpler

case first considered.

There is a first j such that T,->t0; hence t,_i^í0<t,-. Let p, a be numbers

such that to<p<cr<Tj. For all large h the inequalities tk.j-i <p <<r <t»,,- hold,

so that ¿h(t) is in Uji( if pHHt = a. The set U,-,t is the e-neighborhood of the

f Recall that the interchange of />,- and p¡ in (4.12) changes the sign of £2.
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intersection of two convex sets, Aj and the sphere \p\ —L; so Uj,t is convex.

By Jensen's inequality (in geometric form), if p^t<t' ^a, the vector

Zh(t') - zh(t)1      fw/u,     Zh{{,) - z*

<ft

is in the closure £/,-,«. Letting h—> <x>, we find that the limit

zo(t') - z0(t)

is also in [/,-,«. Now let t'—>t; we find that the vector zl (t) is in f/,-,e if it is

defined. Since the zero vector is in Z7,-,€, we see that in any case z0(t) is in Uj,t

for p=\t<a.

Turning now to (4.10), we therefore obtain

\F(zo(t),zo(t)) -l*Zo"(t)\ g 7/2

if pút<a. Hence

{F(zo, zo) - Uo" }

Z?(e-p)/2.

On the other hand, by (4.15)

{F(zh,zh) -lazha}dt

n

< 7(0- - p)/2.

If we here let h^> 00, we obtain

(4.20) I <b(a) - <b(p) - I«{20a(0-) - zo"(p)} I á 7(0- - p)/2.

From (4.18) and (4.20) we at once obtain (4.9). Thus statement (4.8), and

with it (4.7), is established.

Since <p(0) =<po(0) =0 and (4.7) holds for almost all t, and since the func-

tions <b and <po are both absolutely continuous, it follows that (j>(t) =<¡>o(t), so

that (4.5) is established. Therefore the curve z = z0(t) is the minimizing curve

sought.

5. Example. If F(z, a') satisfies (2.1) and is quasi-regularf (see (6.2)),

every approach set A at every point z0 consists of a single convex-set; so (4.1)

is trivially satisfied. Hence for such integrands there is always a minimizing

t Necessarily positive quasi-regular, for if it is negative quasi-regular and not linear, (2.1) cannot

hold.
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curve for 7(C) in the class K of all curves joining two given points zx and z2.

This is, of course, a special case of a known theorem.

An example of an essentially different type is fFdt where

F(x, y, x', y') = (x'2 + y'2)1'2 + y2[4(x'2 + y'2)1'2 - (x'2 + 8/2)1'2].

This integrand is not positive quasi-regular, for if |y| >l/2, the 6-function

can be negative. Given a set (x, y, p, q) with p2+q2 = 1, we seek to determine

all (p, q) with p2+q2= 1 such that

(5.1)     Fx,(x, y,~p,q) = Fx>(x, J, P, ?). PA», y,P,í) = FV'(x, y, p, q).

We can write (5.1) in the form

P[l + *y2 - ?2(8 - 7p2)-112] - p[l + 4y2 - y2(8 - 7p2)-1'2],

q[l + 4y2 - 8y2(l + 7q2)~1'2] = q[l + 4y2 - 8y2(l + 7q2)-1'2].

The function in the left-hand member of the first of these equations is easily

seen to have a positive derivative with respect to p for | p | ^ 1 ; so the only

solution of the first equation is p = p. Since p2+q2 = p2 + q2 = \, this implies

q = +q. Hence we substitute — q for q in the second equation of (5.2). If it

is not satisfied, then the entire approach set at (x, y) containing (p, q) is the

set of multiples (kp, kq), (k>0). If it is satisfied, then

1 + 4;y2 - 8y2(l + 7c2)"1'2 = 0

or

If q has the value (5.3), then A consists of the positive multiples of (p, q)

and of (p, —q), which are distinct if q^O. Equation (5.3) can hold with q^O

only for |;y| >l/2, and it is easy to see that \q\ <(3/7)112.

In any case, the approach set at (x, y) containing (p, q) consists either of a

half-line or of two half-lines; and a half-line is a convex set. If the set consists

of a single half-line, (4.1) clearly holds. Otherwise, let A consist of the multi-

ples of (p, q) and of (fi, —q). If y>0, we define ^4i to be the multiples of

(P> — I q\ ) and A2 to be the multiples of (p, \ q\ ) ; if y <0, we interchange the

definitions of ^4i and ^42. Then each vector in Ai has the form (px, qx)

= (kxp, —ki sgn y|g|), (ki>0), and each vector in A2 has the form (p2, <72)

= (k2p, k2 sgn v|ç|), (¿2>0). Hence

M*, y, Pi, ?i; P*, ?i) = 2y{qi[4(p22 + <?22)1'2 - (pi + 8q22)112]

- qAHpi2 + ?i2)m 4- (^i2 4- &qi)112}} ■
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The factors in square brackets are positive, and yqi and — yq2 are negative

(</i and q2 are not zero, since by hypothesis A contains more than one unit

vector). Hence the left member is negative, and (4.1) holds.

6. Generalization to sets 5 with boundary points. A slight generalization

of Theorem 1 can be established at once. We need not assume that z2^Zi.

The only use made of this hypothesis was to ensure that | zl (t) | had a posi-

tive lower bound. If z2 = zi, we distinguish two cases.

Case I. The | z„' (/) | have a positive lower bound. In this case the preced-

ing proof applies without change.

Case II. The lim inf | zl (t) | =0. Since | zl (t) =«C(nn) for almost all t, this

implies that for a subsequence {nm} of the minimizing sequence {l"I„} we

have ^(IIm)=0. Then ^ = lim 7(n„)=0; so the degenerate curve consisting

of the single point Zi is the curve sought.

Less trivial is the generalization which allows us to study integrands not

defined for all z. Before stating this theorem it is desirable to introduce some

definitions and establish a lemma.

(6.1) The function F(z, z') is positive (negative) regular the point z0 iff

uaFaß(zo, p)uß>0 (<0) for all pairs u, p of orthogonal unit vectors.

(6.2) The function F(z, z') is positive (negative) quasi-regular at z0 if

uaFaß(zo, p)uß = 0 (^0) for all pairs u, p of orthogonal unit vectors.

We use the abbreviations p.q.r., n.q.r. for positive quasi-regular, negative

quasi-regular, respectively. It is well known that F(z, a') is p.q.r. (n.q.r.) at Zo

if and only if £(z0, P, r) ^0 (^0) for all ^»^0 and all r. Although we do not

use the concept in this note, we shall also make the following definition :

(6.3) The function F(z, a') is p.q.r. normal (n.q.r. normal) at z0 if £(z0, p, r)

>0 (<0) whenever p^0 and r^kp, k = 0.

With this terminology we state the following lemma :

Lemma 5. If 4>ó (to) and <p'(/o) are defined, and F(z, a') is p.q.r. at Zo(to),

then<b'(to)^4>o'(to).

Let e be an arbitrary positive number, and let F*(z, z') =F(z, z')+€|z'|.

By an elementary computation, we find that if u and p are orthogonal unit

vectors, then

(6.4) u"F'aß(z, p)uß = u"Faß(z, p)u» + e.

The first term on the right is nonnegative at z = z0(¿o), by hypothesis. Hence

the left-hand member is positive for all z of the set 5 in a neighborhood U

f Fi,(z, z') means F,«v''(z. z').
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of zo(t0). If h is a sufficiently small positive number, less thanf 1 —10, then for

all large » the arcs z=zn(t) and z = z0(t), (to = t = t0+h), are in U, and by a

known semicontinuity theorem

F'(zn, zn)dt =   I F«(z0, ¿o)dt.

Recalling the definition of F' and the inequality \z„\ 5JF, we deduce that

(6.6) lim inf [<pn(to + h) - <j>n(k)] + ehL = <p0(k + h) - <¡>o(h).

That is,

(6.7) <p(to + h) - (f>(to) + ehL = <j>a(k + h) - <fo(k).

If we divide by h and let h tend to 0, we obtain

(6.8) <p'(t0)+eL ¿i<p¿(to).

But e is an arbitrary positive number; so (6.8) implies

(6.9) <p'(to)^<t>¿(to),

which was to be proved.

Our next theorem is the following:

Theorem 2. Let S be a closed point set in q-dimensional space. If F(z, z')

satisfies condition (2.1), and condition (4.1) holds at every interior point of S,

while F(z, z') is positive quasi-regular at each boundary point of S, then in the

class K there is a curve which minimizes J(C).

Choose first a minimizing sequence C* of curves z = z*(t), (05= ¿5=1).

There is a set of values of t open relative to [0, 1 ] for which z*(t) has dis-

tance greater than 1/» from the boundary of S. This open set consists of a

finite or denumerable number of intervals, open relative to [0, 1]. Only a

finite number hn of these define arcs C*¡, (j = l, • • ■ , hn), of C„* of length

greater than 1/». These arcs we replace by polygonal arcs II *j having the

same end points and such that \j(n*j)— 7(C*,)| <\/nhn, (j = l, • ■ ■ , hn).

If we denote by C„' the curve obtained by replacing the arcs C*j by the

polygonal arcs II*„ then |7(Cn')-70Cn*)| <1/»; so lim 7(C„')=M- By a

minor modification of Lemma 1, each arc 11*^ can be replaced by an arc

II»,,- having a number sn,j of vertices which is not greater than the number of

vertices of Tln] and which minimizes 7(C) in the class of polygons joining the

ends of Hnj and having not more than sn,¡ vertices. Let C„ be the curve

obtained by replacing the arcs TL*} by the arcs !!„,,•. Then lim 7(C„) =u.

f If <o=li we take h negative; modifications are obvious.
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Now let to be a point of E. If z0(t0) is interior to S, there is a neighborhood

of Zo(to) on which the C„ are polygonal if n is large. All the discussion leading

up to equation (4.7) remains valid, for Lemmas 3 and 4 are purely local. So

in this case (6.9) is valid. If z0(to) is a boundary point of S, then by Lemma 5

inequality (6.9) holds. Integrating, we obtain

(6.10) /» = *(l)£*o(l)=7(C„).

But Co is in if; so 7(Co) éïm- This, with (6.10), proves J(C0) =m, and the theo-

rem is established.

7. Geometric interpretation of approach sets. For fixed z, let us construct

the graph in (u, /»)-space of the function u = F(z, p). As is well known, this

is a conical hypersurface with vertex at the origin. Let A be an approach set

at a. If ^»i and ^»2 are both in A, then

(7.1) Fi(z, pi) = Fi(z, p2), i = 1, • • • , q.

But u = p"Fa(z, p,) is the equation of the hyperplane tangent to u = F(z, p)

at pj, (j = 1, 2). Therefore equation (7.1) shows that this same hyperplane

is tangent to the surface u=F(z, p) at all points of A.

Conversely, let u=lapa be a hyperplane tangent to the hypersurface

u=F(z, p) for all p in a set A. Then if p is in A, the partial derivatives

Fi(z, p) must be the same as the partial derivatives U of the osculating func-

tion lapa. Therefore Fi(z, p) =/-,- for all pin A, and A is an approach set at z.

If F(z, p) >0 for \p\ >0, this interpretation can be formulated somewhat

differently. In the preceding paragraphs set u = 1. The hyperplane u = 1 inter-

sects u = F(z, p) in a (q—1)-dimensional hypersurface, and the hyperplane

u = lapa is tangent to F(z, p) = lii and only if 1 = lapa is tangent to F(z, p) = 1.

Thus if q = 2 and F(z, p) >0 for \p\ >0, we can find all approach sets at a by

constructing the curve F(z, p) = l and finding all the points (p1, p2) at which

an arbitrary line aip1+a2p2+a3 = 0 is tangent to the curve.

This interpretation suggests that it might be more descriptive to replace

the name "approach set" by "isotangential set."

8. £-admissibility of approach sets; a more general existence theorem.

The geometric interpretation in §7 suggests the following line of reasoning.

If z = z(t) minimizes J(C), then for each to the surface u = F(z(t0), p) never

sinks below the plane tangent to it at p = z'(to). The analytical statement is

£(z(to), z'(to), p)=0ior all p. The definition of approach sets A was suggested

by the Weierstrass-Erdman corner condition. Might it not be true that only

those approach sets A are of importance which have the property that the

hypersurface u = F(z, p) never sinks below the hyperplane tangent to it at
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the points p of A? We shall give this property of the set A the name "£-ad-

missibility." Stated analytically the definition is as follows :

(8.1) If A is an approach set at z, it is ^-admissible if £(z, p0, p) ^Ofor all

po in A and all p.

It would make no difference here if we replaced the words "all p0 in A"

by the words "some one po in A." For if p0, pi are any two vectors in A, then

for all p the equation

(8 2) 6(Z' P°' P) = F(-Z' P) ~ P"Fa^' Po) = F(-Z' P) ~ paFa{-Z' Pl)

= £(z, Pu P)
holds.

The conjecture that approach sets which are not £-admissable can be dis-

regarded is indeed true, and we shall establish it in Theorem 3 below. How-

ever, the proof is rather complicated. It does not seem possible to rest upon

the minimizing property of each IIn, as we have done before. For in any direct

analogue of the proof of the Weierstrass condition polygons are introduced

which have new vertices, and II„ does not necessarily minimize 7(C) in the

class of polygons with not more than s„+l vertices. The proof which we shall

give is therefore based on the property of the sequence as a whole that

Um7(nn)=M.

Theorem 3. Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid if in hypothesis (4.1) the words

"each approach set" are replaced by "each E-admissible approach set."

In the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 the approach set A entered by way of

Lemma 4, and then only in case there was no subsequence {IL} and ô>0 for

which either (a) limh^6(k, to — ô, t0+à)>t0or (b) limh,„@(h, t0 — ô, t0+ô)=t0.

For if either (a) or (b) held, the proof was relatively simple and did not in-

volve any approach set A. We may suppose then that there is no subsequence

{nA} and no 5 >0 for which either (a) or (b) holds. If we can then show that

the approach set A in Lemma 4 is necessarily £-admissible, our proof is com-

plete.

In Lemma 4 there is no loss of generality in assuming that the common

value of the partial derivatives Fi(z0(to), p) for all p in A is zero. For let us

replace F(z, p) by F(z, p) — p"Fa(za(to), po), where po is in A. All the curves C

of the family K join zi to z2; so 7(C) changes by (z2" — zxa)Fa(zo(to), po), inde-

pendent of C. Therefore the minimizing properties of the EL are unchanged

by the alteration of F(z, p). The statement that A is not £-admissible as-

sumes the form that there is a px such that F(zo(to), pi) <0. Because of the

homogeneity of F, we may suppose that pi is a unit vector, and we write

F(z0(to),pi) = - 7T < 0.
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By the continuity of F, there is an e>0 such that

(8.3) F(z,Pi) < - 67

if I a—a0(io)| <4e. Furthermore, Fi(z0(to), p)=0 if p is in A; hence we may

suppose that e has been chosen small enough so that the following statement

holds :

(8.4) The vector (Fi(z, p), ■ ■ • , Fq(z, p)) has length less than y if

\z—Zo(to)\ <4e, |a2 —ai| — \p\ — 2L + 1, and p is in the 3e-neighborhood of A.

Clearly we may suppose e<min [1, |z2—zi| ].

On the bounded closed set |a—Zo(/o)| ál, \p\ =2P+1, the functions

FÁZ¡ P) are continuous; hence we have the following statement:

(8.5) There is an M>0 such that the vector (Fz<(z, p), • • • , F^(z, p)) has

length less than M if \z—z0(to)\ =1 and \p\ ^2L+1.

Now from the subsequence {nm} of Lemma 4 we choose a subsequence

{lit} with the following properties:

(8.6) \zh(t)-z0(t)\ <e for 0^t = l and all h.

(8.7) The limits 2i=limÄ..oo0(Ä, t0 — 8, t0+8) and fe=limÄ_B©(A, t0 — 8, t0+8)

exist, where 8 is prescribed by Lemma 4.

(As previously remarked, we need consider only the case ti = to<k.)

(8.8) 8 is chosen less than e/L.

(8.9) For all h the following inequality holds:

®(h, to - 8, to + 8) - 0(h, to - 8,t0 + 8) > (t2 - ¿0/2.

Each of the conditions (8.6), (8.7), (8.9) is readily satisfied by appropriate

choice of a subsequence; for (8.6) and (8.9) we need only reject a finite num-

ber of terms.

Let dh.i, ■ ■ ■ , dh,nW be a sequence of points with the following properties:

(8.10) dh,i<dh,2<

(8.11) \dh,i+i-dh,j\ <y/Miorj = l, • • - , n(h)-l.

(8.12) dh,i = 6(h, h-5, to+8), dh,nW = <d(h, t0-8, l0+8).

(8.13) Every t between 6(h, to — 8, t0 + 8) and ®(h, t0 — 8, t0 + 8) which de-

fines a vertex of JJA is included among the dh,,: (Thus zh(t) is linear on dh,j^

t = dh.j+i.)

Let mh,j be the mid-point of the interval [</*,,-, dh.j+i].

On each interval [dh,j, dh,j+i] we shall replace the line segment z = zh(t)

belonging to II h by a polygon of two sides having the same beginning and the

same end as the line segment. To keep the notation from becoming too com-

plicated, we temporarily replace the symbols dh,j, mh,j, dh,j+i, zh by dx, m, d2, z,
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respectively.  For 0^r = e we define II (t)  to be the two-sided polygon

z=z(t, t), where

*(/, t) = z(dx) + (t- dx)rpx, dx = t<m,
(8.14)

z(t, t) = z(2t - d2) + (d2 - t)rpx, m ^ t ^ dt.

We readily verify that z(t, r) is continuous on [dx, d2] and that

(8.15) z(dx, r) m z(dx),        z(d2, r) = z(d2).

Also it is easy to show that

(8.16) f   F(z(t,0),z'(t,0))dt=  f   F(z(t),z'(t))dt,

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to /.

The polygon II (t) may be regarded as arising from 11(0) by displacing the

vertex z(m, 0) by the amount (d2 — dx)Tpx/2. Hence we may calculate 7'(II(t))

by applying (2.8) of I to the sides [¿i, m], [m, d2] and adding. We obtain

— 7(H(r)) = W2 - di)Fa(z(h r), PÙPi"
dr

(8.17) - i(d, - dx)Fa(z(i, r), z'(t, r))px"

+   f 2Fz«(z(t, r), ¿(t, r))pf i m — 11 dt,

where dx<t<m and m<t <¿2. Now we must prove the following statements:

(8.18) Ifdx^t = d2and0 ¿rge, then \z(t, r)-z0(i0)| <3e.

(8.19) If m<t<d2 and O^r^e, then z'(t, r) is in the e-neighborhood of A>

and \z2-zx\ è\z'(t, t)\ =2L + l.

We establish (8.19) first. By (8.14), we have

z'(t, t) = 2z'(2t - d2) - Tpx.

But by our choice of parameter t, we have |z2 — Zi| —z'(2t — d2)^L, while

\tPi\ =e<min [|z2—Zi|, l]. Hence |z2—zi| < \z'(t, t)\ <2L+l. Also, by

Lemma 4 the vector z'(2t — d2) is in the e-neighborhood of A ; whence z'(t, t)

is in the 3«-neighborhood of A. Thus (8.19) is established.

By (c) of Lemma 2, \z(t)\ sjF. Hence if t0 — S = t^to+5, then (recalling

(8.8)) we have

| z(t) - z(t0) | á L8 < e.

By (8.6), |z(i0)— 2o(io)| <e. Combining these inequalities, we find that both
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a(¿i) and z(d2) are in the 2€-neighborhood of Zo(to)- The distance from

z(di)=z(di, t) to z(m, t) is \(m — dx)rpx\ <e. So all three vertices z(du t),

z(m, t), and z(d2, r) are in the 3e-neighborhood of z0(to), and (8.18) is proved.

Thus the arguments in (8.17) satisfy the requirements laid down in (8.3),

(8.4), and (8.5), and we have from (8.17) and (8.11)

— 7(n(T)) g - 3y(d2 - dx) + %y(d2 - dx)+  f *M | m - t\ dt
dr J <¡,

(8 20)
< - 2y(d2 - dx) + M(d2 - dx)2 < - y(d2 - dx).

If we integrate from t = 0 to t = €, we obtain (using (8.16))

(8.21)       7(n(e)) < 7(n(0)) - y*(d2 - dx) = 7(n) - ye(d2 - dx).

In the foregoing paragraphs [di, d2] was any one of the intervals

[dh.j, dh,j+i]. Let the construction be carried out on each of these inter-

vals. The arc z = zh(t), dh,i^t = dh¡nW is thereby replaced by a polygonal arc

z = Zh(t, e) having the same ends and satisfying the relation

/,dhMh) fdkMh> nOO-l
F(zh(t, e), zk(t, e))dt <  I F(zh, zh)dt - X 7«(¿a.í+i - dhJ).

h.l J A,l ;=1

If we extend the range of definition of zh(t, e) by setting it equal to zh(t) for

Qút<dh,i and for ¿a,„(«<í^1, we obtain a polygon Hh(e) joining Zi to z2 and

satisfying (by (8.21) and (8.9))

n(A)-l

7(nÄ(€)) < J(Uh) - ^ 7<dh.i+i - dh,,) = J(Uh) - yt(dh.nW - dh.i)
J-l

<7(n„) -ye(t2- tx)/2.
Therefore

lim sup 7(n*(i)) ^ Hm 7(nA) - 7e(/2 - tx)/2 = p. - %ye(t2 - tx) < p.

This is impossible by the definition of p, and our theorem is established.

It is evident that the restriction z2j¿Zi can be removed here just as it was

in §6. We thus arrive at the following theorem, which includes the three pre-

ceding ones as special cases :

Theorem 4. Let F(z, z') be defined and satisfy the usual continuity and

homogeneity conditions* for all z in a closed set S and all z'. Let F(z, z') satisfy

the following conditions:

(i) At every boundary point z of S, F(z, z') is positive quasi-regular.

(ii) At every interior point z of S, every ^-admissible approach set A is

* As specified in I.
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the sum of a finite number of convex sets Ax, ■ • • , Ak such that ß(z, Pi, p,) <0

if pi is in A i, p, in A,-, i <j.

Let condition (2.1) be satisfied. Then for every two points zx, z2 of S the class K

of all rectifiable curves lying in S and joining z2 to Zi either is empty or contains

a minimizing curve for 7(C).

9. Geometric interpretation of £-admissibility. The geometric interpreta-

tion of the property of £-admissibility has already been given at the be-

ginning of §8. If A is an approach set at z, it is £-admissible if and only if

the surface u = F(z, fi) never sinks below the hyperplane tangent to it at

the points (u, p) with p in A. The alternative geometric interpretation of

approach sets also carries with it an interpretation of £-admissibility. Let

the hyperplane (in /»-space) aapa+b = 0 be tangent to the hypersurface

F(z, p) = l at all the points p of the surface which belong to A. This hyper-

plane divides /»-space into two half-spaces. The half-space which contains

the origin necessarily contains other points of F(z, p) = l. The set A is then

£-admissible if and only if the entire hypersurface F = 1 lies in this same half-

space.

It follows that if we form the least convex body Q containing F(z, p) = \,

then the points p of the hypersurface which are not on the boundary of Q

cannot belong to any £-admissible approach set. In particular, if q = 2, the

points po of F(z, p) = 1 on the boundary of Q either lie in a line segment be-

longing to the boundary of Q or they do not. In the second case the approach

set A containing p0 consists of the half-line from the origin through p0. In

the first case, let B be the set of all points p at which the line segment touches

F(z, p) = i. The (maximal) approach set at z containing p0 then consists of

all the half-lines from the origin through the points of B.

Consider, for example, the function F(x, y, x', y') studied in §5. If

|y| = 1/2, the curve F = l is convex. If |y| >l/2, the curve is dumbbell-

shaped, curved inwards near its intersections with the z'-axis. It is then

evident from the graph that there are just two approach sets which consist

of more than one half-line, and these are determined by the points of contact

with the two lines x' = const, tangent to the curve at the points at which x'

is respectively greatest and least. In §5 we showed rather more than this.

We showed that these are the only approach sets other than half-lines; that

besides these there are no other approach sets other than half-lines, whether

£-admissible or not. But Theorem 3 shows that the simpler conclusion

reached here is sufficient to show the existence of minimizing curves for 7(C).
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